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Performance of the DIII-D ECH System 

R.W. Callis, K. Kajiwara,] J. Lohr, Y.A. Gorelov, and D. Ponce 

General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92 186-5608, USA 
lOak Ridge Institute for Science Education, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 USA 

Three 110 GHz gyrotrons with nominal output power of 1 MW each have been installed 
and are operational on the DIII-D tokamak. All three gyrotrons were built by 
Communications and Power Industries (CPI). The CPI gyrotrons utilize a single disc CVD 
(chemical-vapor-deposition) diamond window that employs water cooling around the edge of 
the disc. Calculations predict that the CVD diamond window should be capable of full 1 MW 
cw operation, which is supported by IR camera measurements that show the window reaching 
equilibrium after 2.5 s. All gyrotrons are connected to the tokamak by low-loss-windowless 
evacuated transmission line using circular corrugated waveguide for propagation in the HE1 1 
mode. Each waveguide system incorporates a two-mirror launcher, which can steer the rf 
beam poloidally from the center to the outer edge of the plasma. Results obtained using the 
DIII-D ECH systems will be reported. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) has a multitude of applications beneficial to 
improved performance in tokamak plasmas. Tokamak plasma parameters can be enhanced by 
controlling the current density profile, leading to a high fraction of pressure produced 
bootstrap current (-SO%), making non-inductive steady-state operation practical; by 
producing and extending an internal transport barrier to larger plasma radius, thus reducing 
the overall heat transport; and by suppressing performance robbing plasma-instabilities by 
local application of heat and current drive in the zones where instabilities are known to 
originate. 

Since present day research devices and more importantly future reactor-like devices, such 
as ITER, need multi-megawatt electron cyclotron heating (ECH) systems, i t  has been a long 
time goal of microwave tube manufacturers to develop a IOO+ GHz tube that can operate at 
I MW, continuously, with a reasonably high efficiency. It appears that the internal mode- 
converter gyrotron with a CVD diamond window meets this objective. Thermal stresses 
developed in the output window have been the major technical roadblock to achieving a 
reliable 1 MW, cw, gyrotron. Sapphire and boron nitride, have been successfully used in MW 
class gyrotrons with pulse length as high as 2 s. But it has only been with the development of 
low loss large CVD diamond disks that true 1 MW, cw, gyrotrons have become available. 
Although CVD diamond material has been available for several years [ I ]  there has been a 
difficult learning process in its application, which will be discussed below. 

To transport the rf energy from the gyrotron to the tokamak, the DIII-D system uses an 
ITER relevant, evacuated low-loss corrugated transmission line, up to 100 m in length with up 
to 14 90° mitre bends. The transmission efficiency of this system is about 80%. The 
transmission lines also incorporate customized diagnostic devices that are used to characterize 
the rf beam. 

2. THE DIII-I) ECH SYSTEM 

2.1. Overview 

The 110 GHzECH system for the DIII-D tokamak consists of six assemblies (Fig. I). 
Each assembly consists of a gyrotron, a gyrotron superconducting magnet, a gyrotrodmagnet 
supporting tank, an evacuated windowless low loss transmission line, a launcher and 
associated controls. The three long pulse gyrotrons are manufactured by Communication & 
Power Industries (CPI) and have a nominal rating of 1 MW, 10 s. All sub-elements of these 
gyrotrons are expected to be in thermal equilibrium at 10 s, therefore a cw rating is possible 
for these units. 
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Fig. 1. Layout of the DIU-D ECH system including the future transmission lines and gyrotrons as 
transmission line components. 

well as 

2.2. Long Pulse Gyrotron 

The three long-pulse 1 10 GHz gyrotrons 
used in the DIII-D ECH system are an 
intemal-mode-converter design (Fig. 2) with 
a Gaussian output rf beam. Each gyrotron has 
a hollow, annular electron beam produced by 
a magnetron-injection-type electron gun in a 
diode geometry. The hollow electron beam is 
compressed by the gyrotron superconducting 
magnet and excites the TEM22,6,1 cavity 
eigenmode. The rf power generated in the 
cavity has a complex structure that does not 
lend itself to low-loss propagation. To 
achieve the desired low-loss propagation, the 
rf wave must be formed into a Gaussian-like 
rf beam, which is achieved using a dimpled- 
wall mode-converter launcher [2]. A series of 
relay mirrors is used to direct the rf beam out 
of the gyrotron. These mirrors can also be 
used to make final correction to the phase 
and profile of the beam, such that at the 
output window the beam has good Gaussian 
qualities. 

~ i ~ .  2. Schematic diagram of I 10 G H ~ ,  1 MW 
gyrotron with CVD diamond output window. 

2.3. CVD Diamond Window 

The advent of large size Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) synthetic diamond windows, 
with low rf loss, has ushered in the feasibility of truly high power cw gyrotrons. Previous 
gyrotron output window material had either relatively high loss, 4% for boron nitride, or poor 
thermal conductivity (sapphire), that limited the pulse length at 1 MW to a few seconds at 
best. These windows also required spreading the rf beam in a non-Gaussian profile, which 
needed to be converted back to Gaussian external to the gyrotron, resulting in at minimum a 
loss of 10% of the rf power. CVD diamond also has the beneficial characteristic of a high 
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thermal conductivity of 6.5 kW/m2"K, about four times that of copper, which allows simple 
edge cooling to extract all the energy absorbed (-0.2%) as the rf beam passes through. 

The application of CVD diamond as an output window did not come without several 
technical challenges. Diamond by its nature has a very low thermal expansion co-efficient, 
much lower then any of the metals one would propose using in making a vacuum seal. Thus 
the first vacuum seals attempted relied on a low temperature diffusion bond using pure 
aluminum. The diffusion bond allowed the seal processing temperature to be low, and the 
softness of the aluminum reduced any stresses caused by differential thermal expansion. The 
use of aluminum had three significant problems in actual use. First the aluminum was subject 
to aggressive water corrosion, which even with corrosion inhibitors in the water, led to several 
vacuum failures, two at General Atomics and several worldwide. Second, the tube could not 
be processed after assembly at the normal 500+"C, but had to be kept below 450"C, otherwise 
the aluminum bond would soften leading to a seal failure. Third, some windows cracked at 
low power levels owing to a lossy hydrogen film, believed to be created on the surface of the 
window during the diffusion bonding process. 

An anticipated solution to the above issues was the development of an AuCu high 
temperature braze between the diamond and a copper seal ring. It was shown that such a braze 
could be made to a 63.5 mm dia. 1.14 mm thick CVD disk, giving a 50 mm clear aperture for 
the rf beam. Two gyrotrons with this design were built for the DIII-D program, with the first 
unit passing a 600 kW, 10 s factory test before being delivered to the DIII-D program. 
However during the testing of the second gyrotron at CPI the window failed when a 20 mm 
crack developed from the center to the edge. The failure had the characteristics of a thermally 
induced stress crack, which was unexpected since even at I MW the thermal stress level 
should have been a factor of two lower than the expected 350 MPA yield stress for CVD 
diamond. 

Following the failure an investigation was mounted to determine the root cause of the 
failure and to validate the braze process before any more gyrotrons were to be assembled. The 
failed window along with the windows that had been brazed but not installed, as well as un- 
brazed window blanks were re-measured to determine if the loss tangent had changed. Loss 
tangent measurements indicated that the losses in AuCu brazed windows had increased during 
brazing, with the worst case being a factor of 8 higher than the blank disk of 5 1x104. The 
power lost in the failed window assembly was consistent with a loss factor of 3.8~10-4, and 
the window disk then would have a thermal stress level of 350 MPA at about 600 kW 
transmitted power. 

Investigations using a 514 pm laser Raman scattering system revealed a thin (51 pm) 
layer of graphite on the surface of the window but no bulk contamination. It was also shown 
that this graphite layer could be removed by grit blasting with 3 pm alumina powder. The 
DIII-D program had one of the AuCu brazed window gyrotrons in service when this 
enhanced loss issue was discovered. The outside of the window was grit blasted in-situ and 
then tested by pulsing the gyrotron and observing the window temperature with an IR camera. 
Even after cleaning the window shows strong heating, but is within the design limits as shown 
in Fig. 3. 

The windows on the gyrotrons that had earlier window failures were replaced, and more 
extensive QA procedures were instituted to follow the windows during the manufacturing 
process. These windows show a much different IR image indicating a lower surface 
temperature, which is almost swamped by the background radiation seen through the window. 
Figure 4 shows the IR images and the extracted temperature profiles for the two windows. 

The apparent temperature behavior of these windows is much different than the first 
window. If the central temperature of the windows, as measured with an IR camera, are 
tracked through a shot, you can see from Fig. 5 that the new windows have a quick jump up in 
temperature followed by a relative flat temperature change throughout the rest of the pulse. 
While the older window on CPI-P2 follows a more exponential curve, which is very close in 
form to the temperature predicted using the window loss and conductivity characteristics. The 
general conclusion is that for the new (assumed non coated) windows on CPI-P1 and CPI-P3 
what is being seen by the camera is IR radiation generated by the interior of the gyrotron and 
not by the bulk of the window. This is also demonstrated when the rf signal measured through 
the window is matched with the apparent window temperature, as shown in Fig. 6 for the 
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Fig. 3. IR images of the CVD diamond window before and after cleaning with 3 mm alumna grit. Note the 
removal of localied hot spots believed to be caused by local graphite inclusions. In the after picture is the 
window temperature profile measured for CPI-P2 as well as that calculated for a 1 MW rf beam through a 
window with a 1 ~ 1 0 ~  loss tangent. 

CPI-PI gyrotron. As can be seen when the rf signal goes up, as it does just before 2000 ms, 
the measured temperature drops. This is consistent with the IR radiation coming from within 
the gyrotron, which sees a lowered heat load when more of the electron energy is converted to 
rf power. If the window temperature was dominated by rf losses then the apparent 
temperature should increase when the rf signal increases, which is definitely not the case. 
There also appears to be a glow inside the gyrotron, such as would be produced from a gas 
discharge, which shuts off immediately when the rf terminates. Initial measurements have 
ruled out a hydrogen discharge and spectroscopic measurement of the glow is being setup. 

3. SUMMARY 

The DIII-D ECH system, which with its recently added long pulse gyrotrons, can be 
viewed as a prototypical EC system, that is anticipated to be used on ITER. It uses internal 
mode converter MW class gyrotrons, which use CVD diamond output windows. These 
gyrotrons produce Gaussian rf beams that can be coupled to a low loss evacuated transmission 
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Fig. 4. Window temperature profile for the two gyrotrons CPI-PI and CPI-P3. These windows each were 
cleaned prior to installation on the gyrotrons. The IR image is very uniform owing to high background signal, 
when this i s  removed the gaussian profile is evident. 
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Fig. 5. Peak window temperatures measured using an 
IR camera as a function of time for the three DIII-D 
gyrotrons CPI-PI, CPI-P2, and CPI-P3. Also shown is 
a calculated value based upon window loss and 
conductivity values. 
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Fig. 6. Peak window temperature measured by an 1R 
camera for the CPI-PI gyrotron as a function of time, 
and the forward rf power signal or the same shot. 

line, via a single focusing mirror. Experience has shown that the CVD diamond windows are 
sensitive to graphite film deposition, and methods have been demonstrated for its removal. 
The use of clean CVD diamond windows, which are transparent to the IR spectrum, is 
revealing that some form of glow discharge is occurring inside the gyrotron. Understanding 
this may lead to new methods of conditioning or operating the gyrotrons. 
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